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Title word cross-reference

5 × 7 [MBG77].

/ [Ano80].

1.5A1 [Ano86f]. 10 [Sey66]. 10/66 [Sey66].
10/66-2R [Sey66]. 10/100 [Com83].
100-font [BN94]. 106 [FN85a, FN85b].
1130 [IBM67]. 14th [Ano93a]. 15th [GR94].
16507-2 [Deu98]. 1846 [Ano96a]. 1970
[Deu98]. 1st [ICC65a].

2 [ISO09]. 202 [CKT80]. 23 [WW03].
24-Wire [BM87]. 25th [Wh86a]. 27
[ZD91]. 2R [Sey66].

30th [WH86a]. 3rd [Ano92].

4th [HAB98].

66-2R [Sey66].

7-10 [VC92]. 76 [Car80]. 7th
[HAB98, Zla92].

80000 [ISO09]. 80000-2 [ISO09]. 80’S
[Don80]. 8400 [Lev84].

'92 [VC92]. '95 [Lev95]. 9541 [SBSG89].

'98 [HAB98].

= [Can93, ICC65a, MB96].

ABC [Lin82]. ABCs [Col89]. ABP [Lip78].
Abstract [Bro69]. academic [Wal82].
acceptance [Gul62]. Access


Design [Ben85, BDH+94, BHH+99, BDH02, BCJR87, CDM02, Hel99, Kad11, Kim80, Kin93, Meg98, MMN79, MNM79, Mil96, NKKO89, PRB87, Rub88, SOE77, SDB88, Tri69, Wag85, ZL87, ZA87, Cos86, Cus11, Gho84, Gou78, Hal80, Hal81, Lab08, LLK95, LMK5, Mas05, MR92a, MB96, Par93a, Par93b, Ros92a, Som90, Sot05, Tho77, Tho96, Uni78, Pri80]. Designer [Hel98, Mil96, PK02, TR02]. designers [Kel10, MB96]. Designing [CBM99, WH95]. designs [Gou78, Zap68, ZB72]. Desk [Nat86]. Desktop [Nat86]. Desktop [Ano96c, Cis87, Cra87b, FN87, Gel91, Mor87, WH17, YKT90, Bee86, Cra87a, Kle87, Kle90, Nels88, Ser88, GK00]. Desktop-publishing [GK00]. details [Har83]. Detection [MC75]. Deutsche [BN85]. develop [Rom76]. developed [Ano96f]. Development [Ano83b, SP87, Wag85, Hus73, Hus85b, She50]. Developments [Zap07a, Hol84, Wal88]. Device [Bro85, IBC87, Wat84]. Device-Independent [Bro85, IBC87]. dformat [Ben88]. Diagnostics [EM84]. diagram [Ros92a]. Diagrams [BK87, Ros92b, Ing91]. Dictionary [Fos76]. differ [BL84]. Difference
[Ploxx, Pap91]. Different
[Ale92, WT28, Zap68, Zap70, ZB72].

Digiset [Zey74]. Digital
[BBK13, BD83, Col86, EGL+97, Km99,
Rac70, Rub88, Ano96f, Bry96,
BW95, Col89, HAB98, Lev84, MH98, Mor85,
San99, Sey84b, Sey84a, Deu98].

Digitaler
[Deu98]. Digits
[Ast72]. dimensional
[AKWC82, All81]. Dimensions
[BBK13, BD83, Col86, EGL+97, Knu99,
Rac70, Rub88, Wad84, Ano96f, Bry96,
BW95, Col89, HAB98, Lev84, MH98, Mor89,
San99, Sey84b, Sey84a, Deu98].

DIPS [FN85a, FN85b].

DIPS-106 [FN85a, FN85b].

Directors
[WW03]. Discrete
[MB96]. Dimensions
[AKWC82, All81]. Dimensions
[BBK13, BD83, Col86, EGL+97, Knu99,
Rac70, Rub88, Wad84, Ano96f, Bry96,
BW95, Col89, HAB98, Lev84, MH98, Mor89,
San99, Sey84b, Sey84a, Deu98].

Display
[AMS83, Ano86a, Lan49, Pad87, RS84,
Tuß83, UB95].

Displayed
[Kor75]. Displays
[MRS83, WH86b, Niz90].

Disquisition
[Kra96]. Distributed
[BW84]. distribution
[BBN96].

Displacement
[ADG95]. dithering
[ADG95].

ditram
[AB89, BD87, Pow90, BD88, Guyxx].

diversions
[WBS82]. Division
[Sam82]. Do
[BBN96].

Do-It-All
[Bry96].

Document
[BW82, BW84, FSS82, Geh86,
Geh86, GL88, NCS82, SO94, Sey82, SP87,
Sr93, Tuß83, VC92, VP94, vV88, ANP81,
But94, CHM90, Bea88b, KL82, KI96,
KIC93, Lam86, McC88, WBS82, Won90].

Document-Preparation
[BW82].

Documentary
[Fle88]. Documentation
[CW82, HYC82, Luc85, MPP81, Mar72,
Des86].

Documents
[BBK98, GRM97, Hah83, TCM82, Woh88, AB89, ACG94,
Bea77, Hah91, Uni85a].

does
[BBN96].

Dokumenteditor
[Sch86a]. dominate
[Ben95].

Doors
[Dun83].

Dot
[BBN96].

Dot-Matrix
[DiV84, MBG77, LBS85, LJ90, Niz90, UB95].

Dot/millimeter
[LJ90].

Down
[Bor96].

downsampling
[ACG94].

Draft
[BDN83, Kit84].

Draft-To-Text
[BDN83].

Druckkunst
[Zap68, ZB72].

Drucktechnik
[Deu98].
[Kin91, Kin92]. eqn [Bra84]. equalization [ACG94]. Equations [CH85, Fod78].

**Equipment**
[Nie80, PEE58, Gag29, Kro67, Phi68].

**Ergonomic** [MRS83]. Ergonomics [Kil83].

**Eric** [Gil91]. eqn [Bra84]. Errors [AMS83, MC75, ELS94, San95, WW93].

**European** [Des86, Luc85, Zla92].

**Essays** [Fle88, Dun83, Wal93]. establish [Jac74]. established [Bea88b]. esteem [FM94]. estimation [Kop93]. etc [Fos76].

**European** [Des86, Luc85, Zla92]. EuroTeX [Zla92]. evaluate [Rom75]. every [Ros15].

**Everyone** [Hah93, Hah91]. Evidence [Tuf97]. evolution [Hau94]. examination [Win90, Bra84]. Example [SV73, GSKM92]. examples [Sch95]. Executive [Gar67].

**Experience** [Bro69, CKT80, ZJ84]. Experimental [FC77]. Experiments [Sey66, Bar65].

**Expert** [BCJR87]. 

**F.R.S.** [Bux88]. Face [Jur02, Sha85, Ber23, IEE93]. faces [Ame30, Col30, Lud89, Lan49].


**Falsifiziert** [TCLM82]. Family [DiV84].

**Famous** [BMD87]. Fancy [Hof83]. Farewell [Mas84]. fast [BMD87]. Fatigue [WT26, WT28]. features [Fos81, HD88].

**February** [ZD91]. Federal [VC92]. feedback [Mar91a, Mar91b]. feedforward [MRT89]. Fehlerlose [Roe85]. Fewer [Pri81]. fifteen [Ber23]. Figures [BD87].

**Files** [Sac80, BD88]. Find [SG93]. findphrases [AB89]. fine [WT26, WT28, WT33]. Fingertips [Lun02].

**finishing** [Fos76]. First [Luc85, Ber23, Bli82]. Five [Ste96]. flow [FZ93]. Fluorescent [RF77]. FOAM [GW85]. Font [AMS83, AM86, Ano85a, Ano85c, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ast72, BDN83, BG73, BHW83, Bro85, CKM86, CKA86, EM84, Fow73, FN85a, FN85b, GL84, Ho83, HD88, JSG78, KB86, KPB87, KH94, KH96, Kit84, KM87, LO90, LZ86, LH91, MBG77, MeC84, MRS83, MN77, MS84, PS84, RS81, Rei66, SV73, SP87, SBSG89, SSST83, TKE83, TCM82, Tri69, TA82, UKK88, Ume82, UM85, Wad84, WH86b, Wol86, ZL87, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96f, BN94, BSS92, EEN90, FK85, Gh84, Guyxx, HFW+96, KMNO89, KKM+93, KKM+94, Kop93, LK95, Lin95, LCO94, MP94, MPZ95, MRT89, NKM89, Par93a, Ris88, SB93, Tow15, TC92, UBR90, WB95, HFW+96].

**Font-and** [HD88]. Fonts [Col86, Hoe98, Mar87, ST85, BSS92, HBBG95, Int07, Pow90, WH76]. Forensics [BBK13]. Form [CDM02, Buc64]. Formal [HYC82, ZA87]. format [But94]. Formats [Ben88, Bea88b].

**Formande** [Jut94]. FORMATTER [Fuji94, HO87, KV89, ZA87, AA89, Ha98].

**Formating** [BF80, GW85, Noo83, CHM00, FSS82, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, Kin93, Com79, dG99].

**Formeln** [Sch86a, Thi83]. Formelsatz [Deu94]. Formelzeichen [Deu94]. Forms [CH85, Jac79]. Formulae [Fuj94].

**Formulas** [HO87, Haa86, Thi83]. Forth [For89, Smi89, Smi90]. FORTRAN [Her69, Her70, JK74, Her71]. Forty [Cha97, LJ90, Ber23]. foundries [Ann75, Ann94]. Fourth [Ano91, Win90].

**FrameMaker** [Ben95]. francais [Mac96].

**France** [Des86, HAB98, vV88]. Franklin [Anoxa]. free [KD94]. French [And05, BL84, PAL16]. front [GSMN93].

**Full** [PRB87]. Fuller [Cos86]. function [KH96]. functional [dG99]. Functions
genesis [She50]. Geometric [FB85].
Georgi [Win90]. German [Thi83, Bau41, Deu98, Deu94, Zap68, ZB72].
Global [Hol06, KH94]. Glossary [Blu86].
gourmet [Gou78]. Goudy's [Ber23].
graf [GL88, BK86, BK90].
Graph [BDH+94, BHH+99, BDH02, Hel98, Hel99, Her78a, Her78b, Meg98, Mill96, SDB88, MB96, WH76].
Graphical [Hol93].
Graphics [CW82, Cun80, GRM97, Hoe98, RS81, Wal87, Bea88a, CK88, Ike95, Ker81, Ker82a, Ker82b, Van81a, Van80, Van81b].
Graphik [SS86]. Graphiken [SS86].
Graphs [BK90, BK86].
gratified [Ber23].
gray [Woo87].
grayscale [HBHB95].
Great [Bra13b]. Greater [Un74]. Greek [Mac96].
greyvalue [HD88].
grid [MB96, TR02].
gridfont [GSKM92].
growth [Bli82].
Guide [Dod97, Fel03, Hah93, Ano86f, Ano86i, Ano87a, Ano87c, Ano89a, Bar71, Ber75, BW95, Dal80, Fos76, Hah91, Hal80, Hal81, Hol84, KS87, KC78, Lev87, Lin82, Lip78].
Mas05, McS84, Mye83, Mye84a, SS75, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Spi86, Spi90, Un78, Pri80, Wils].
Guild [Hod03].
Gutenber [Fis00, Kir05, Ploxx].
GVIP [Ike95].

Hackers [Kad11]. half [Gou78].
half-century [Gou78].
Hallmark [Cus11].
Hamburg [WH86a].
hand [Han91, Sae92, Ste19, Tay16, WT26, WT28, WT33].
Handbook [ABO06, Kra01, Hod03, Kle87, Kle90, Kro67, Ric81, vL92, Bau41].
Handbuch [BF10, Poh15, Bau41].
Handling [Ano86g, KM87, Mar87].
Handwritten [LZ86].
Hangul [Kim90].
Hansen [San99]. Hard [RF77].
Hardware [Boe76].
Hart [Hab91].
Hashing [Hol87b].
having [Kra96].
HDTV [MRK93].
Head [Ano93b, FB90, L90].
Headlines [LB74].
Hebrew [Hab94, St93].
Height [Ano95b].
held [HAB98, Mac96, SPD72].
hello [Kir05].
Help [Nel88, Dow83].
Hermann [Cus11, Kel11].
Hershey [WH76].
Heuristics [San82]. hidden
[CWB93, HYH91].
hierarchical
[ANP81].
High [AIDG95, BHW83, CDFV12, DvV84, Int82, Int86, KMMNO98, ST85, Ser88, UKKS84, ZL87, Ano80, Ano96b, Ike95, KKM+93, KKM+94, MP94, MR92a].
high-performance [Ike95].
High-Quality [DvV84, ST85, UKKS84, CDFV12, MP94].
High-Speed [ZL87, KKM+93, KKM+94].
High-tech [Int82, Int86].
Highest [MR92a].
Highlights [Ano97].
Highly [IKM82].
Hilfe [WF99].
hint [KKM+93, KKM+94].
Histoire [PAL16].
historical [Mor89].
History [Bra13a, Dow97, MSL82, Meg98, Per88, Rom14, WH17, Hus85b, Kir16, Kle78, Kur17, PHM80, Sm17, PAL16].
Hitac [Has78].
hoax [Has76].
holy
[Har94b, Har92].
home [BS88, Har83].
hood [Ano96c].
Hot [Mas84, MH98, San99].
hour [Wil89].
house
[Ano52, Bir80, Bra84, Eis90, Hal80, Hal81, Mun88, Til52, Til55, Vác92, Gos90].

labels [SB93]. labours [Bux88]. Lamp [RF77]. Lamps [RF77]. Language [Ben88, BK90, BW82, Fox87, Ges86, Pad87, SW92, BK96, CK88, Gau84, Ing91, Ker81, Ker82a, Ker82b, Kin93, PC94, Van81a, Van80, Van81b, WBS82]. languages [Zap68, Zap70, ZB72]. Lara [Sch86a]. Large [Buy85, GL84, KM87, WH86b, Sni89].


Likelihood [BSS92]. Line [Hol06, RS65, Sam82, ZL87, KR85, Lan49, Mar91a, Mar91b, PK82]. Linear [SV73, dG99]. linear-time [dG99].


MACC [Ano87a]. machen [RPP96]. Macintosh [AM86, Reis66, Rom86a, Rom86b, Lan40, Buc64, Lan49, Ned89, Phi68, She50].

machinery [Sli81, Sli84]. machines [Fre90, Hus85a, Lin30, Lin39, Linxx, She50, Skr59, Wil31]. Machtig [RPP96].


MAGIC [MPP81]. Magnetic [Kok87, Mye84a, Bro69]. maintain [Lin39, Pos78]. Make [LB74, Par90].


man-machine [Phi68]. management [Rom75]. Manifesto [Sie86]. Manipulation [Abr81, VC92, Lab88, vV88]. Manual [Ano82a, Ano93c, Ano03, BK90, BF10, Dod97, Fel03, Gos90, Her78a, Her78b, Lab84, AC79, Ano90a, Bee86, Col62, Com83, Ker82a, MB96, Ros92b, Uni85b, Zap68, ZB72].

Manuale [BF10]. Zap54, Zap70, Zap68, ZB72].

Manuel [BF10]. manufacture [Fos81]. manufactures [Ano84, Dep79].
Neither [Big80]. Network [FN85a, FN85b, Ano96f, CDV95, LO90].
networked [KAT90]. networks
[Ano96f, AIDG95, DS83]. Neural
[CDV95, Ano96f, AIDG95, LO90]. neuron
[Ano96f]. newly [Ano96f]. Newsletter
[Bea88a, Cra87b]. Newspapers
[Dun80, IKM82, Kok87, Mas84, Eze87, Lag95, Pow62, Rob72, Win90]. Newspapers
[MH98, Dep72, May69, Ran86, San99]. Nice
[vV88]. night [Ame30]. nineteenth
[Skr59]. Niveaux [Can93]. no [VDM+93]. non
[Tay16]. non-technical [Tay16].

Nonfiction [PRB87]. Noninteractive
[BW84]. nor [Big80]. Nordic
[Edv94]. Normen [Deu94]. North
[WH86a]. notation
[Con88, Deu94]. Nov [SIG82].
novel [FBJ90]. NPP [BF80]. NR
[Hol87a]. Nro [Hol87a, Hol87b]. number
[HYH89, HYH91]. Numerals [Hol87b].
numerous [Spi80, Spi82]. NY
[Lop94]. Ob [RF77]. Obey [Poy01a]. object
[LLW95]. object-oriented [LLW95].
Objective [Hol06]. occidental [WH76].
O'Collegian [Ten76]. OCR
[ACG94, But94, CDV95, PC94, San95, SV73]. OCR-A
[SV73, SV73]. October
[ICC65b, IEE93, Knu89a]. Office
[Cat83, Ano80, YKT90]. Oklahoma
[Ten76]. Omni
[KB86, Wol86]. Omni-Font
[KB86, Wol86]. on-line [KR85]. one
[Lan49, Wil89]. one-line [Lan49]. Online
[Opp85]. Only [EM84]. operate
[Buh80, Buh81]. operating [Jac74].
operation [Fri70]. operations [Ste19].
Operator [AMS83, MK89]. opportunities
[Uni74]. Optical [AAP94, FTBM96, Mac75, Mar91a, Mar91b, Tri69, AIDG95, EL94].
Optimal [FK85, Pla81]. options [Mun88].
Oregon [Abr81]. organizing
[MRT89, WW93]. Oriental [LK95]. orientation
[MRT89]. oriented [LLW95]. origin
[Hus85b, Phe61, She50]. original
[Bli82]. origination [Fos76]. Origins
[Lab17]. ornaments [Ame30].
Osveshchenii [RF77]. Other
[Met75, Fos81, Gul62, Guyxx, Sim87, Ste19, TH73].

Ottmar [Mer98, MS98]. Our
[CKT80, CU11]. Outline
[KKM+93, KKM+94, Ano96b, KMNO89, MP94, MPZ95, NKMO89]. outlines
[Hob93]. Output
[Bro85, KV89, Wat84, WT28]. overcomes
[Mar91a, Mar91b]. OWN
[Clo80, Nie80].

PA [IEE93]. Package
[Cas91, Kin91, Kin92, Spi86, Spi90]. Page
[Ale92, Ges86, KV89, Sha85, Ben95, Int06].
PageMaker [Ben95]. pages
[Zap70]. Pagination
[BKKW96, BKKW98, Pow86, Woh98, CDFV12, Lag95, Pla81]. paging
[Kur17]. Pair
[Bli82]. Panel
[AMS83]. Paper
[Ano80, Kur17, Fos76]. papers
[CIS67, Car80, ZD91, Bra84]. papier
[dBD02]. paragraph
[Bir86, dG99]. paragraphs
[KP81]. Paris
[ICC65a]. Parsing
[Smi90, FTBM96]. Part
[Com00, Deu98, IS09]. parts
[Linxx]. Password
[BS88]. past
[Zap68, Zap70, ZBZ2]. paste
[Jac79]. paste-up
[Jac79]. pasteup
[Sac86]. Pattern
[FN85a, FN85b, KB86, AAP94]. Patterns
[Ano86c, PS84]. PC
[Lev87, Pap89, Ros92b]. PCs
[Zur85]. PEN
[ANP81]. [Ano80]. 100
[Com83]. April
[HAB98]. Arabic
[TA82]. audio-visual
[Tex84]. communications
[Goo82]. computer
[Goo82]. Decompression
[Ano86c]. drukwerk
[KVM02]. EDIAN
[KAT90]. guide
[Tex84]. IEC
[SBSG89]. illustration
[Tex84]. insert
[TH73]. Japanese
[IBC87]. Latex
[Haa86, Fuji94, HOS]. millimeter
[LJ90].
Lip78, Mye84b, Rah87, Uni85a, Won90].

processing/typesetting [LA84, LA85].

Processor

[Lab84, Ike95, KKM+93, KKM+94].

Producing [Pin81, Wil89].

Productions [Lab84, Ike95, KKM+93, KKM+94].

Professional [Hod88, KS87].

Professionals [Gel91].

profits [Pos78].

Propagataion [HYH91].

Proposal [ANO96f].

Proposals [Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano98].

realities [CIS67].

recipes [LU92].

recommendations [A390].

Regard [WW93].

recognized [FT96].

recommendations [A390].

Reconsidered [BKKW96].

Record [Ano75, Buc64, MH98, San99].

recorded [Kra96].

REDUCE [ASW98].

Reference

Reflect [Wil37].

Registers [Bra96].

rejection [WW93].

related [Com64, Com66, Com69, Deu98, Wal93].

relation [WT26, WT33].

Relational

[Lin95].

relative [BMD87].

Reliable [Bue80].

Religious [FM94].

Reliure [Sta71b, Sta71a].
Rendering [Mor89, KKM+93, KKM+94].
repertory [WH76]. Report [Bor85, CTC65, Ben20, Int06, SS75, WT26, WT28]. Reports [Her70, NCP89, NCA81, WM88].
representation [Hus95, Lin95]. Request [Kan87]. required [Ano90b].
Requirements [Ste87, Wat84]. reshuffling [Ano89b]. Research [Ano83b, WT26, WT28, Car80, CIS67].
Restoration [BBK13]. Retaining [But94].
Revise [Anoxx]. Rewriting [Ano86b]. Rewriting [Ano95d]. Rewards [FM94].
Review [Jur02]. Revolution [Eis88, Ulu86, Ano82b, Ber75]. Reviews [FM94]. Rex [Anoxx]. Rex-Franklin [Anoxx].
Role [Ber82]. Roman [Ano92, Hol87b, Int07]. Room [Cat83, Lin30]. Rotary [Ano95d]. rotation [AAP94].
Row [Ano85b]. RPO [IBM67].
Rules [Har91, Jur02, Wic65, Ame30, BL84, CBB87, Lan64, NIS04, Wan79].
s [RF77]. Safe [Ast72]. saga [dBDD02]. sale [Fos76]. sampling [AAP94]. sand [Sim87].
Santa [GR94]. Sättungsregler [Lan64]. Satz [Deu98, Thi83]. Scalable [Ike95].
Scale [SOE77]. Scaling [Wad84, NSA90]. scan [Mar91a, Mar91b]. scan-line [Mar91a, Mar91b]. Scanned [Bra09, CWB93]. scanners [MRK93].
SETAB [TH73]. Setting [Clo80, Fel03, She50, Wic65]. setzen [ICC65a]. Seven [Ast72]. Seven-Segment [Ast72]. Seybold [SS75]. Shannon [San99]. shape [Par93a]. Share [Wat84].
Share-Output [Wat84]. Sheep [SG93]. Sholes [Rom86a, Rom86b]. shown [Ame30].
SI [Ano14, Ano14, NIS04]. SIC [Dep79].
Simon [Sch95]. Simple [Dew86].
Simplification [Gra86]. simulated [Lag95]. Simulation [MS84]. Single [Ber21].
Singular [Ano97]. Sinnentsprechende [BN85]. Sinotype [RRLG83]. Site [Ber00].
Small-Scale [SOE77]. Smithson [Hus85a]. Society [Par75, Cha97].
software [Ano96c, Boe76, CW85, GL84, LBJ95, MNM79, Pad87, Ano86f, Ano98, Hod88, Ser88]. solid [Tay16].
some [Ano90b, Skr59, AJ90, BS96]. sourcebook [Bry96]. SP [TA82].
space [Ste19]. spatial [MRK93]. SPEC [CK88, Whi87].
specific [SO94]. specific [Car80, WB95]. specify [Rom75].
specimen [Lan40, Ano52, Bur61, Bli82, Til52]. specimens [Ame30, Gou78, Lan49].
spectral [RF77]. spectroscopic [TH73].
speech [Ano96e]. Speed [Cle82, ZL87, KMNO89, KKM93 + 94, Pow62].
speeds [MM73]. Sperry [Ano87a]. spite [UBR90].
spline [LH91]. sponsored [CIS67].
spending [CKT80]. Sperry [Ano87a]. spite [UBR90].
spatial [MRK93]. SPEC [CK88, Whi87].
specific [SO94]. specific [Car80, WB95]. specify [Rom75].
specimen [Lan40, Ano52, Bur61, Bli82, Til52]. specimens [Ame30, Gou78, Lan49].
spectral [RF77]. spectroscopic [TH73].
speech [Ano96e]. Speed [Cle82, ZL87, KMNO89, KKM93 + 94, Pow62].
speeds [MM73]. Sperry [Ano87a]. spite [UBR90].
spline [LH91]. sponsored [CIS67].
spending [CKT80]. Sperry [Ano87a]. spite [UBR90].
[NIS98, BS96, Knu86d, Knu87a, Lie77, Lin82, McG86, McG93]. **Typen** [RPP96].

**Types** [Dow97, Lan40, Ber21, Ber23, Kel11, Mor73, Zap70]. **Typeset** [Lab84, FTBM96, FT96, Kra96, McC88, Lin82, McG86, McG93]. **Typesetters** [BBK13, Ker82c, Lab17].

**Typsetting** [Dep72, Ame83, Ame88, AKWC82, Ano83c, Ano86i, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Bur61, Bar87, BE92, Ben88, BK90, Ber23, Boe76, Bra13a, Col30, CTC65, Cas91, CH85, Cle82, Clo80, Col86, Con88, CW82, Deu98, Dav88, Day83, Dic87, Doo89, Dox93, EAE+94, EAE+96, Eze87, FF93, Fod78, Fox87, Fuq94, Gos90, Gag29, Gar67, Gar80, Gel91, GSNM93, Ghe87, Gil89, Haa86, HO87, Hah93, HHH3, Har92, Har94b, Har94a, Her78a, Her78b, Hoh88, How86, IBM67, CCT65, ICC65b, Kel85, KC87, Kle90, Knu86e, Lag92b, LK93, LK77, Lev84, LB74, MAV82, Mar72, MM90, MR92b, Mo93, MK89, Mye84a, Nie80, Phe89, Pie71, Pin94, Pow90, Reh78, Ros92b, RRLG83, Sac86, Sac80, SW92, Ser84, Sey66, Sie86, Sma79, SH94, Soi95, Sni93, Ste19, Str93, Tex84].

**Typesetting** [Thi83, Tut83, T770, VDM+93, Wan79, Wal82, Won86b, Woo87, Zur85, vdl92, von67, Aus88, AC79, All81, Ano52, PT65, Ano80, Ano82b, Ano83a, Ano86f, Ano88, Ano89a, Ano96d, Ano98, Anoxx, Aj88b, Aj88a, Aj90, B888, BMD87, Bar65, Bar71, BR87, BL84, Bea77, Bea88a, Bee86, Lan40, Ben95, Ben20, BK86, Ber75, Ber67, Big80, Bir76, Bir80, Bir83, Bow47, Bra90, Buc80, Buc64, Buh80, Buh81, BW95, Can93, Com64, Com66, CIS67, Com69, Car80, CK88, Cla64, Com83, Com00, CS86, Cos86, Cra87a, Cra87b, Dal80, Dav69, Dow83, Edv94, Eis90, EPS7, FN87, Fos81, Fos76, Fre90, Fri70, Gar73, Gau84, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, Gho84, GB82, Gol69, Goo82, Gra66, Gra69, GMZZ94, Gul62, MLS82, Hal91, Hal80, Hal81].
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